Rear Wicker
Extension Kit
Installation
Instructions
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Tape off rear spoiler with low stick masking tape so
the spoiler does not get scratched while working on
it
From either corner of the spoiler measure and find
the center point of the spoiler. mark with a pencil on
tape
Align wicker extension up against spoiler. align
bottom edge with edge of spoiler. this will be the
lowest point of adjustment of the wicker once
installed. This is best achieved with 2 people.
Making sure bottom edge and centered, mark with a
pencil all 6 mounting location slots. be very careful
to not move wicker as you are marking slots
Set aside wicker extension and mark center of each
slot and from the top edge of the slot mark down
1/4". this is the center point of where you will drill
holes for Nutsert
At each center point drill a 1/16" pilot hole first.
once pilot holes are drilled. Drill a 3/8" hole at each 6
locations. Be very careful while drilling these holes.
Do not drill too deep and drill straight.
Insert Nutsert with nut tool attached into 3/8" hole.
holding Nutsert into hole with thumb and 7/16"
open end wrench tighten nut closest to the Nutsert
with a second 7/16" open end wrench clockwise
approximately 4 complete rotations. Nut tool is
marked black on one side of nut to identify position.
Once Nutsert is tightened turn nut counterclockwise a half turn to loosen tool and remove
Repeat this on all 6 Nutserts and then remove
masking tape

************* DO not over tighten mounting screws or
Nutsert could twist and become loose. the blue lock tight is
applied so screws do not need to be very tight to hold on
wicker ***************
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